MAINTAIN OPTIMAL FIRETUBE BOILER EFFICIENCY

RAM-4X and RAM-4X2A – Turbine Action

It doesn’t take long for heavy buildup of scale and soot to form in firetube boilers resulting in wasteful fuel consumption. Thorough and frequent cleaning is necessary to maintain performance and increase efficiency. Both, the RAM-4X and the RAM-4X2A use the same trusted technology as the popular RAM-4 unit to clean larger I.D. boiler tubes. Powerful turbine action does the dirty work. With a variety of brushes and cleaning tools to choose from, these units make any boiler-cleaning operation an easy, one-person job that pays dividends in increased efficiency.

FEATURES
- Stainless steel construction
- Interchangeable cleaning tools
- Integrated dolly
- Simultaneous water flush or vacuum
- Foot switch activation

BOILER CLEANING SYSTEMS (NO VACUUMS):

RAM-4X-60: Firetube Boiler Cleaner, including mobile dolly, tool storage box and single-direction foot switch .................. $1,995.00
RAM-4X-2A-60: Firetube Boiler Cleaner, including mobile dolly, tool storage box and single-direction foot switch ............... $2,495.00

Visit goodway.com or call for shafts, accessories, nozzle and brush sizes.

SPRING FILLED BRUSHES:
Spring Filled Brushes are recommended for removing heavy soot deposits. The spring bristles dig into the scale, breaking it free from the tube wall. Visit Goodway.com for more

SFB-200: Spring Filled Brushes for tubes 1 3/8", 1 5/8", 2", 2 1/2", or 3" O.D. .................................................. $38.00 ea.
SFB-300: Spring Filled Brushes for tubes 2" or 3" I.D. ........... $38.00 ea.
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